
The Collection of San Lorenzo’s Silvers comes to Chicago bringing along all the prestige and the 
excellence of the popular Milan Atelier. A touring exhibition consisting of more than eighty objects 
designed and manufactured by the main Italian design and architecture representatives who conferred 
this collection a unique formal equilibrium, irony and lightness. These limited edition silver micro-
architectures will take us for a 40 years old long journey in the history of Italian taste and design. 

Franco Albini e Franca Helg, Maria Luisa Belgiojoso, Antonio Piva, Afra e Tobia Scarpa, Lella e Massimo 
Vignelli are just some of the design architectures of international fame who signed these amazing objects. 

The Italian Cultural Institute of Chicago is honored to host the San Lorenzo’ s Collection, the only 
silversmith in the world to produce, since the beginning of the nineties, objects of domestic use in pure 
silver exalting with passion their essence and nobility. Not to forget that the purity and the aesthetics of 
silver are even more enhanced by the scientifically proved medical, bactericide and fungicide properties 
of this material. 

The excellence of San Lorenzo’s production has been recognized by the main international institutions, in 
particular by the Triennale di Milano and by the Victoria and Albert Museum of London. Numerous San 
Lorenzo objects are part of the permanent collection of important European and American museums as 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Museum of Modern Art of New York, the Museum of 
Contemporary Art of Chicago, the Denver Art Museum, the Carnegie Museum of Art of Pittsburg and the 
Museum of Art of Philadelphia. 

Thanks to being on display in the Italian Cultural Institutes of Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, and 
Washington, this traveling exhibition represents an important window into the excellence of Italian 
design, offering an opportunity to admire nearly forty years of the history of Italian design and style.

Silver Treasures 
from Atelier San Lorenzo Milan 

Opening: 
Tuesday, September 15th 2009 
at 6 p.m. 

through November 4, 2009 
mon-fri  9 - 1 p.m. and 2 - 5 p.m 

RSVP: 312.822.9545 (ext.198) 
for additional information: 
segreteria.iicchicago@esteri.it 
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afra scarpa - tobia scarpa



terry dawn

franco albini - franca helg

matali crasset



maria luisa belgiojoso

lella vignelli - massimo vignelli


